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Notices

Want to send info to the Trasher? Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:
Trasher HQ, 38 Curtis Avenue, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3UL. Please keep all materials electronic, we can’t scan (or type!!)
A KCC Midnight Paddle?...
Well it might be a bit dark on the way home
Date? Friday 22 June 2007
Where? Donnington Bridge to the Watermans Arms in Osney
Where did you say? Upstream on the Thames through the
middle of Oxford
Is that possible? Dead easy
How far? Well its three miles up and what ever distance
you want back
Is it scary? Only if you paddle over Osney weir or through
the tunnels and are afraid of the dark
Will it be dark? Very, very dark on the way home

Open Day – White water The Canoe Centre
17/6/2007 10:00 to 16:00
Shepperton Marina, Felix Lane, Shepperton. TW17 8NS
Whether you are a complete novice to the sport or a
seasoned enthusiast, this is your opportunity to meet all of
the major canoe, kayak and equipment manufacturers at one
time in a friendly relaxed environment. Demo boats galore
will be available for you to try on our very own private back
water in a safe and relaxed manner. Professional kayak and
canoe instructors will be available both on and off the water
all day to provide help and tips on ways to improve your
paddling style. This is a great day out of the whole family, you
are all welcome to come down and give paddling a go, or
just chat to the manufacturers about current boat design.

The moon phase? A bit more than half showing
Sunset time? About 21:30
Is it safe? Probably not, if you have had a skin full
What’s the pub like? All pubs are good! Unpretentious &
does very fine meals.
What sort of boats? As long as it floats it’s OK
How long will it take to paddle to the pub? Bit more than
an hour in a play boat, About 40 mins in a dugout, About
23 mins in a K1, About 20 mins in a speed boat (if you obey
the 8kn Thames speed limit)
Where can I park? There is a free car park at Donnington
Bridge
Can I reach the pub by road? That’s cheating and not
allowed. Parking near the pub is a problem like anywhere in
Oxford.
Good news? Alcoholics can stop at the ‘Head of the River’
on the way
OK, what time? Up to you. Start early if you want to eat.
Shall set off from Donnington Bridge at ca 20:00.

outdoors show
winners
There were (of course!) 85 sweets in the helmet.
Despite numerous derogatory remarks about the
editors head size nobody was disqualified (they should
have been!!) Dave Suman and Lee Gill won the tickets.
The sweets were consumed by the committee – yummy!!
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‘Kayako Jacko’ open day...
I am writing today to formally invite Kingfisher Canoe Club
to the Kayako Jacko (KJO) open day on 13 May 2007.
As a club that has worked closely with us we would love to
have you along. Here are some more details.
We are proud to announce our first open day. It takes place
on 13 May 2007 @ Hurley and aims to provide:
1. The chance for you to come along and meet our team
2. The chance for you to sample some of our coaching
for free
3. The chance for you to discuss your development and
get personal recommendations for Courses, Trips and
Experiences
We have sessions running throughout the day that will suit
beginner to advanced boaters. All you need to do is turn
up with your kit and come for a boat (if you don’t have kit
let us know as we can usually sort this).

Here is an idea of the sessions
First time in a boat – never been before or only been a
few times.
Flat water improver session – BCU 2-3 star type skills.
Rolling 1 – I can’t roll.
Rolling 2 – it only works some of the time or not on
moving water.
Starting out skills for moving water – first or second
time on moving water
Moving water tidy up – been on moving water but a
bit raggy


Advanced moving water skills – paddle anything and
want something to help continued development
Freestyle starting out – have a roll but never been
freestyling before
Freestyle improver – been before but cant do much yet
Freestyle upgrade – been plenty, can do some moves and
want help with more
Fitness for boating – improving fitness specifically for
boating
Warm up and down – important elements of your boating
but do you know what to do?
The sessions are still under development so if you don’t
see what you want let us know as there are probably other
people who want the same. Sessions last an hour and the
day is broken into morning and afternoon so that you can
sign up for three in the morning and three in the afternoon
if you wish. Once we get an idea of what session’s people
want to do we will finalise the program.
At lunch we will have a barbeque and sunshine, so you can
bring some food and have a jolly nice day out. The open
day runs from 10 – 1800.
If you would like to attend just drop us an email or give us a
call. Follow updates about our open day here
www.kayakojacko.com/events/openday/openday.php
Hope to see you soon
Kind regards Jacko
Volunteers please…
I need volunteers for the Wednesday Night Rota. In
particular the two dates in May are needed urgently:
16 May
23 May
Also the following dates need covering.
25 July
15 Aug
22 Aug
Check out http://kingfishercc.wordpress.com/try/ for
details. Don’t worry if you don’t have a shed key – we can
sort that out. Give me a shout if you have any questions.
Thanks in advance. Dave Hodgkinson
KCC Branded items
Depending on your taste and sense of fashion you might
have noticed/coveted/laughed at the various items of
clothing apparel sported by some club members – all
decorated with the paddling kingfisher/sad, blue, cold
penguin.
A promotional email from Shirtworks has prompted me to
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offer to put together another order – on the same terms
as before: that is a significant cash deposit for each item
ordered - say £5 per item.
If you are interested surf to www.shirtworks.co.uk and
decide on what items, including colour and size, you would
like to order. Then email me with details and send the
treasurer the deposit (£5 per item – cheques payable to
Kingfisher Canoe Club)
Martyn Green CGilton_Gilton@hotmail.com
Learn To Kayak… In Nepal
Something different:
www.adventurex.co.uk
“Nepal has some of the best progressive and intermediate
rivers in the world. And with gorgeous sunshine and
spectacular surroundings it is the perfect place to learn
to kayak or improve your skills ready for the UK paddling
season.” 10th-24th Nov. Now £775
WCA Access Campaign
“50 days to go to the Welsh General Election, when Wales
gets its new powers under the Government of Wales
Act (2006)… what does that mean? It means that Wales
gets the opportunity to write its own legislation free of
Westminster.. So
Wales could put its
own spin on water
access, as Scotland
did in 2003 and as
every other devolved constitution has done when given
the opportunity! ” - WCA 14th March 2007.
The WCA are pushing
for access legislation
similar to that in
Scotland. A very
worthy cause I’m sure
you’ll agree, so browse to here to express your support.
http://access2water.wordpress.com/
The WCA access manifesto can be read here.
http://petitionthem.com/default.asp?sect=detail&pet=2856
And whilst your at it please take out the time to sign
the petition.
Open Canoe trip
Roger Wiltshire and Alastair Wilson plan an open boat
camping trip on the Haut-Allier an approximately 120km
trip on Grade 3 (mostly) from 01 July to 8 July. Guide book
says ‘The jewel of paddling in the Massif Central, excellent
white water, guaranteed water levels, stupendous wild
gorges and magnificent scenery make this a must do if you
are here in high summer. It’s almost a shame to publicise


such a fine river, particularly as it’s relatively un-crowded’. We
will let you know!
Improvers Course
Starts Tuesday July 10th and runs for 5 weeks until August
7th, with a sixth and final session on August 28th. Start time
7pm, finish 9pm.
There are no pre-requisites, but attendance on the
Beginners course and/or a 1* are recommended.

Dave S

The objective of the course is to improve paddling
technique and I will be incorporating much of what I learnt
in Slovenia in April with a view to ensuring the students
establish the right basic building blocks for paddling
modern kayaks. As in previous years, this is not a formal 2*
course, although the 2* syllabus will be used as a framework
and an assessment will be arranged.
Cost is £55, which includes membership for rest of 2007.
£15 discount for members. £20 discount if you have all your
own kit. Ian Domville

KCC diary dates
May 2007

June 2007

1

1
2
3
4

2 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at  The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
3
4
5
6
7
8

9 Wed Abingdon weir
10
11
12

13 Jacko open day /
Dragon boats
14

15 Beginners Course
16 Wed Abingdon weir
17
18
19
20
21

22 Beginners course
23 Wed Abingdon weir
24
25

26 French Alps Trip
27
28
29

30 Wed Abingdon weir
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5 Beginners course
6 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at  The Fox Inn,
29 High Street, Steventon
OX13 6RZ
7 Committee Meeting
8

9 Pathfinders Treweryn?
10 Pathfinders Treweryn?
11

12 Beginners course
13 Wed Abingdon weir
14
15
16

17 Blastathon / Shepperton
open day
18

19 Beginners course
20 Wed Abingdon weir
21

22 Midnight paddle
23
24
25

26 Beginners course
27 Wed Abingdon weir
28
29
30
31

Jul/Aug 2007

September 2007

6 Aunt Sally
10 Improvers course starts

2/3 Thailand trip
.
16 (return date)
23 Triathlon (provisional date)


News from down under...

Received these photos from our friend Michelle. Thought you may appreciate them.
She’s doing Huka falls. Puts Abingdon Weir to shame!

The first is Huka falls, Taupo. A short 200m gorge of
holes, weirs and ‘the pencil sharpener’; leading into
this picture perfect falls.

The next is me at the top of the McLaren falls drop.
Again a harder lead in than the falls itself, and that’s
the easy bit!... there’s more after!

www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk...
As you all know www stands for white water
web and for the advanced users amongst you
http stands for having time to paddle!
Joking aside the KCC web site has been changed recently and
for those of you that can get on ‘tinternet it should be included in
your favourites. Whilst the Trasher makes every effort, with your
help, to keep you in the know the web gives you up-do-date info
that you can’t get elsewhere.
The KCC new blog style site has an administrator interface that
makes it easy to update for the committee, and even shows the
current Thames weir levels.
The site has all the latest news on events and what is
happening, it has a diary showing everything over the coming
months. The site has details of the club itself, and is an ideal place
to direct people who may be interested in joining. The site also
has a few photo galleries and of course has all the Trashers. So
what are you doing reading this old news – get on-line and get
REALLY up-to-date!
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The Spillway
Liz moonlighted with Bristol CC
and dragged Lucille along for
the experience (for protection
against funny SW custard types).
They went to Llyn Brianne
spillway…
Oh boy, it’s big!
Don’t want to do it.
Don’t want to do it.
Really, really cold up here.
Here now, gotta do it!
Still really, really cold.
Get on the water quick, they’ve all gone.
Over the first ledge.
Oh, there they are. Waiting.
Drag boats to edge of the big one.
There’s only one way out now…
Lucille’s dry suit is undone! Do I tell her?!!
Yikes, the wind’s blowing me to the edge.
Lemming one, are you ready?
Lemming two, are you ready?
My turn. Gulp.
Shuffle, shuffle, shuffle.
Lucille’s made it to the bottom. She’s alive!
Here goes…
Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
Really unstable.
Lean forward. Not helping.
Lean back. Even worse.
Ahhhh, heading towards the wall!
Ahhhhhhhh, now I’m backwards.
Backwards better than sideways.
Backwards better than sideways.
BAM!
Oh, lost my paddle.
It’s over, I’m upright!
Hand paddle, quick.
Paddle still in stopper; Spooner’s bleeding.
Never, ever again!
See you there next time then?
The spillway is 90m high, 320m long and
takes about 17 seconds to run.
The dam engineer must have been a kayaker.
Surely!
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*O.B.E. Out of Boat Experience



The Lakes:

by Fred Wondre

We pulled up by the
bridge and walked over.
Ouch, all that nice flat
water funnelled down
and dropped over rocks.
Under the bridge, on the
right, a standing wave and
stopper were waiting –
not a pretty sight.
Having moved to the start,
changed and shuttled we were
ready. A hundred yards downstream
was ‘The Bridge’. We all ran it in our
different way. Surman provided the
entertainment. He and his boat were
held in the chunky white until they
parted company. He was rescued.
Now he was standing in waist deep
water with his boat, the paddle was
somewhere downstream. He was next
to a vertical stone wall, he couldn’t
empty his boat or get off . Just
downstream the nice flat water went
over an edge. Spray was rising from
below! Eventually Dave climbed up
the wall and was hauled over the top.
We portaged the weir downstream.
The Leven had lots of them. A little

bit downstream Doug found a
paddle hung high up in the branches.
It hindered his paddling but he
was happy.
We shuttled to the Kent, a smaller
river flowing through woodland. Plenty
of trees and rocks in the way. Gorgeous
waterfalls spilling over horizontal
rock slabs doubled up as showers for
some. A big boulder drop gave us a
last kicking before we got off. Tea was
taken in the cow shed. The aroma of
the coffee
was delightful.
There was a
glass partition
between
us and the
methane. As
the white
coffee washed
down out
throats the
cows slowly
squeezed
through the
labyrinth
towards
the thirsty
quadruple

suction cups, udderly delightful.
We gathered for breakfast. A very
convivial affair with happy banter that
lasted and lasted, the morning was
slipping away! Colin, our B&B landlord,
who was on the first post-Viking kayak
trip round the Nordkapp, showed us
the way to the Crake. His sheepdog
Mir shepherded us to the water. We set
off across Lake Coniston. The yachts
were moored quietly in the sunshine
as we splashed past. Oystercatchers
punctuated the landscape. The
narrowing shore slowly fed us into the
gentle waters of the Crake. There was
an anxious huddle of novice teenage
kayakers in an eddy. Somebody
was out in the flow, neck stretched
high, peering at the white stuff just
downstream.
The grizzled Kingfisher veterans
(and others in the group) just drifted
downstream through the sparkling
scenery. The river split and some
people, of a more independent nature,
were caught out by an overhanging
tree trunk that proved rather low. A
lively rapid heralded the end of the
trip, right in the middle of a village
with the pub just across the road.
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L2 Coach?

Your opportunity
to get trained:
BCU Coach Level 2 – Training Courses for
closed cockpit inland kayak and open canoe
Operating from the Riverside Centre over the weekend
of 23 – 24 June 2007, the Oxfordshire Coaching Panel is
running BCU Coach Level 2 training courses for both inland
kayak & open canoe. Candidates wishing to sign up for one
of these courses should do so without delay.
Prerequisites?
Candidates must be over 16 and have all of the following
in place before attending a course:
• 3 Star – canoe or kayak (depending on which craft you
are training for)
• Canoe Safety Training – make sure it sure it is in date
• First aid – Minimum 4 hours, ideally an 8 hour certificate
• BCU full membership
• Pre-Registered with the BCU for coach training –
See notes on pre-registration below
• If you have a log book of your experience to-date that
would be great
How to Book a place on a course
and further information?
Before 1 June 2007, complete the Booking Form
(available from Roger Wiltshire) and post it to with a non
returnable deposit of £20 to the Course Provider:
Roger Wiltshire
Downside
Springfield Road,
Wantage
Oxon OX12 8EX
Tel: 01235 768429
or email: roger.wiltshire3@btopenworld.com

Where and when?
We shall be based on the Thames at the Riverside Centre,
Donnington Bridge, Oxford OX4 4AZ. The courses will be
held on Sat 23 and Sun 24 June. Further details will be
sent on receipt of your booking form and deposit. You are
required to bring all equipment unless prior arrangements
have been made.
Cost
Training £110. Make cheques payable to the BCU
– Oxfordshire Coaching Panel
Staffing?
Course Directors – CL2 inland kayak, Rob Yates Head of
Riverside Centre, CL2 open canoe, Phil Hadley, PDO West
Midlands. Course Tutors – members of the Oxfordshire
Coaching Panel.
Assessment Dates?
One day CL2 assessments are scheduled for the late
summer 2007, based at the Riverside Centre
Compatibility with the BCU/UKCC scheme due for
introduction in late 2007
Candidates intending to transfer to the new BCU
coaching scheme should offer their attendance on this
training course as APL. Every effort will be made to include
in these courses the components required by the BCU/
UKCC CL1 award.
Pre-registration with the BCU
All candidates planning coach training and coach
assessment must pre-register this intention with the BCU.
Pre-registration is established by obtaining a stamped C1
and blank C2 forms from the BCU. To do this send £17.50
registration fee, plus photo copies of your 3 Star certificates,
CST and current first aid certificate (min 4 hrs) to:
BCU Coaching
18 Market Place
Bingham
Nottingham NG13 8AP
BCU Coach Level 2
This is nationally recognised qualification for those
wishing to introduce others to canoeing or kayaking on
simple waters.

‘Hurley’ 19th March...
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Rodeo Grandude rides again!!!!
by Dave Surman
To celebrate this great event we present

THE KCC WHO SAID WHAT COMPETITION?
Below are some quotes from FAMOUS KINGFISHERS + the odd non member who has crept in throughout history. These
are truly historic gems as they cover both twenty and first century utterings.
All you have to do is match the utterance with the utererer!!!
You can win a choice of the following prizes… A wavehopper ride down Swift Ditch for two!! Your choice of prize
not exceeding 99p from “Everything” in Kidlington!! A free cappuccino with a famous Kingfisher and Coffee Afficianado!!
Entries to the Editor (kcc.trasher@gmail.com). Winner announced on Blastathon Day!

QUOTE

UTTERERS

1

A Lucille Savin

“I`ve got debris in my ears”

2	 “Tough on faff, tough on the causes of faff”

B Martyn Green

3	 “I don`t drive anywhere on Bank Holidays”

C Michael Neal

4	 “You shouldn`t go canoeing early in the morning,
it`s dangerous, you forget things”
5	 “It wasn`t my fault!”
6	 “If you ain`t talking` paddlin` you ain`t talking !”
7

“ You are not wrong”

D Dave Hodgkinson
E Dave Surman
F Simon Knox
G Neil Murton

8	 “Today was a day of two halves”

H Michelle Wallace

9	 “Wheeee”

I

10 “I`ve got a big deck”

J Andy Newell

11 “ I don`t like sport on TV, I like cooking programmes”

K Chris Wheeler

12	 “ 10 Euros and I`ll eat that chilli”

L Lee Gill

13	 “Very good, very good”

M Dan Allen

14	 “ I`ll come over to you and go on to the Treweryn next
day, it`s just round the corner you, isn`t it?”

WOTZCOMINUP?
DRAGON BOAT DAY SUNDAY
MAY 13th
Kingfisher and Pathfinders will have
a stand a stand at this event. Come
along for all or part of the day. We will
have a BYO Barby, planning to fire up
around 12.30, bring along what you
want to eat. Myself and Ray would
appreciate any offers of help during
the day. We will meet at the club at
8am to start the set up. Speak to me or
Ray or just turn up during the day.
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We had hoped to get a team
together for the race but time has
beaten us. Next year for sure!
KCC REPRESENTATIVES COVER
THE WORLD !!
The second half of May shows the
KCC with adventures in different parts
of the world
ITALY Simon Knox, Dave
Hodgkinson, Andy Newell, Dave
Surman, Mike Neal, Lee Gill, Martyn
Read.
FRANCE Lucille Savin, Liz Garnet,

Seth Townley

O Doug (Essex)

Iain Shield, Ol, A.N.Other from S.Africa,
James Crask, Ben Williams, A.N.Other
from London, Essex Boyz (Phil, Doug,
Steve), Dave Hodgkinson, Dave
Surman, Simon Knox, Neil Murton and
Uncle Tom Cobbley n all. Have I got
everybody?
CALIFORNIA Andy McMahon, Chris
Wheeler.
COLORADO Grand Canyon Fred
Wondre
SCOTLAND Shetland Claire CL
NEW ZEALAND Michelle Kiwallace


ABINGDON BLASTATHON AND
BARBEQUE SATURDAY JUNE 17th
Meet 4pm at club hut to paddle to
the Blastadrome!!
Blast Off at the weir at 5pm.
BYO Barby at the club 8 approx. BYO,
Eatz, Drink, Tent if you want to benight
yourself. Coffee and croissants by the
river for breakfast!!
EMERGENCY PLAN if water situation
deteriorates will be to bring Blastathon
+BBQ forward to Saturday May 12th.
International Blasting Committee will
review situation and email any change
by Monday May 7th.
AUNT SALLY NIGHT Friday July
6th The fox steventon
8 pm Be there and you will be
allocated to a team!
PATHFINDERS TREWERYN TRIP
At the moment this is set for 9/10th
June . Confirmation depends upon
getting a posse together. Touch base if
you`re interested. 01865 373115

LOOKIN` BACK AT
THE WINTER SEASON
This last season has made up for
the disastrous rain situations of the
last few seasons. Culminated in great
levels on the Erme and Upper Dart.
Unfortunately the situation at the
River Dart Country Park came to a
head and canoeists have now lost this
superb accommodation social and
egress facility not just temporarily but
permanently. The situation has been
discussed and lamented over at length
on UKRGB. I was staying on the final
night when a full scale police and
mountain rescue alert because of an
alcohol induced disappearance of a
canoeist staying at the centre on the
Saturday evening. This was the straw
that broke the camel`s back after a
series of previous incidents and the
owner pulled the plug there and then.
This is a huge loss and it remains
to be seen how this will affect things
next season, particularly Loop paddlers
as now that RDCP egress has been
lost it will put impossible pressure on
parking at Holne Bridge.

Anyway on a more positive note we
discovered a good place to stay for £25
each behind the garage at Ashburton.
We managed to get 16 people in there.
We also managed to get a couple
of runs down the Irfon in mid Wales,
having aborted a planned run down a
honking Tawe.
In March a posse of us went to Colin
Litton`s BnB in the Lakes , always a
cool place to be. The Leven being
lake fed was still biiig and I got the
trashing from hell under the bridge at
Backbarrow Falls. We also ran the Kent
on the same day, hit the Cowshed tea
shoppe at milking time and the Crake
on the Sunday.
We managed to get Joe, Sam and
James from Pathfinders on the Dart
Loop and a rising upper Wve.
No water at Easter but myself and
the Essex Boyz found that Lower Force
on the Tees was still a good drop
even if the rest of the river was dog
low. The weekend finished with me
wavehopperizing the Washburn in
Yorkshire. Ah well two new rivers for
the Christmas River Raffle!!

Whose
Arse?!?
Is it

A: Dave’s
B: The Surmanator’s
C: Aunt Sally’s!
‘ave a guess…
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Devises to Westminster…
…or Newbury to Marlow!
By Kathy Brownlie

Kathy: “Do we have to go out paddling tonight?
You know it’s supposed to snow tonight? It’s
going to be pretty cold.”
Autumn 2006: The Falcon club (Oxford)
introduction to race kayaking course
Nov 2006: Begin training – weights,
general fitness and paddling (lots of it!)
Dec 2006: Functional stability course
(was told I had serious problems with
my core paddling strength. A second
opinion, nothing to worry about)
Easter Weekend 2007: The Race

Some people refer it as the
equivalent of the “Mount Everest” of
the canoeing world. The challenges
involved: paddling 125 miles – the
majority of crews taking less than
30 hours, 79 portages, the infamous
Bruce tunnel (400 m), navigating
around weirs at night, staying
warm, eating enough food and over
protective swans.

Tim: “No excuses. See you seven at the club. We need
to be prepared for all conditions. Remember we are
Kiwis, we are supposed to be hard.”

centred, it felt fantastic – the boat
glided along the water like a dream.
When it wasn’t centred, it felt terrible.
After experimenting with seats, and
changing our positions things were
looking up.
Training in winter had its ups (full
moon paddling) and downs (freezing
night conditions). We completed most
of the Waterside and Thameside events
– our favourite being 19 mile Royal
event (on the Thames), where we faced
hail, gale force winds, rain and sun
– talk about four seasons in one day.
Such rough conditions gave a whole
knew meaning to flat water racing.
The challenge

I completed the Falcon club (Oxford)
introduction to race kayaking novice
course in Autumn 2006. Five months
later I would begin training for the
infamous 125 mile DW event. To those
who know me well, its sums up my
personality – having been involved
in endurance racing in the past, the
prospect of a 24 hr paddling race was a
true mental and physical test. One that
I found quite appealing. At least talking
about it! Getting time on the water
proved to be problematic at times,
due to high water levels and trying to
coordinate Tim and I for our training.

We did not enter the DW race for
various reasons. Distraught at having
4 months of training going to waste
– I set up a personal challenge for
myself: to complete the Day 2 of the
DW (36 miles) in a K1 – Newbury to
Marlow. Although not really directly
comparable to completing 125 miles,
this was still going to be a mammoth
challenge. I had not paddled more
than 5 miles in a K1 boat. Boat choice
(rather tippy club boat (B1)) was done
on the Thursday leading up to the
event. I had paddled in this boat on 2
occasions before. It felt comfortable,
but could I manage six hours plus in
this boat – I was going to put to the
ultimate test.

K2 paddling had its challenges. We
needed a boat which had speed and
was light enough to carry and run
with. With a faster, but more tippy boat
we had problems with a balance. Tim,
would lean one way – then I would
lean the other. It puts friendships
to the true test! When it was totally

Few people do the challenge in a K1
– most would agree that this requires
additional determination. Although I
was only going to do one sector of the
four day event, I distinctly remember
sitting down at the start in Newbury,
still questioning whether I had what it
takes to keep going.
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The start
I bid farewell to my support team
(Deane and canine companion Duke)
just after 8 AM. I remember seeing
Deanes face when I left Newbury
– I don’t think he thought I would
make the first 500m. Lets just say
that the boat and I were still getting
to know each other at this stage. For
the first five minutes, my stroke rate
was painfully slow, brace strokes were
not uncommon and my abdominal
muscles were getting a real work out.
Then it clicked. Surrounded by other
kayaks and support provided me with
the determination to keep going.
Before long, I found myself actually
passing other kayaks – Wahoo - I had
found my rhythm at last.
The first portage (I had at least
twenty of these to do)
K2 portaging (2 people) goes
something like this: Reach down, grab
boat, put paddle under boat, move to
front or back of boat, and “throw” boat
on to the shoulders – and run !! Simple.
Just like that. Well actually, it took us
weeks to master this technique, and
now it was just me and a heavy K1.
I saw another K1 paddler in front of
me. He made it looks quite straight
forward. His boat probably weighed
½ of mine though. It was my turn. My
thought process:
OK – breath in Kath, you can do it.
1, 2, 3…mmm the boats quite heavy.
I am nearly there – ahhh the boats
tipping to the back. Try to rebalance
myself – now wobbling out of control.
I can’t see what I’m doing. HELP !!!
I had tried throwing the boat on
my shoulders, unsuccessfully, nearly
11

managing to knock two people over
in the process. The boat was too
heavy and I was a serious threat to
people around me. I had to resort to
the portaging waddle (carrying by the
cockpit). I still have blisters from the
cockpit from it cutting into my hands
(two weeks later).
Progress update: So far so good
Having completed my first portage,
was able to work out my cruising
speed was about 6.5 miles/hr. It
then dawned at me that I was
actually paddling too fast and as a
consequence I missed my support
team at one of our prearranged
meeting spots. I knew I had enough
food and water to ensure that I was
self sufficient for the next 1-2 hours.
Fortunately I was able to meet Deane
at some other portages which allowed
me to stock up.
Deane had timed my watch to beep
at every 15 mins to remind me to
drink. On training and racing events I
was well aware of what hitting the wall
(both metaphorically and literally) felt
like while paddling. I wanted to make
that I remained hydrated, and was
eating enough.
At about the 2 hr mark, I had my first
swim. Coming into a very crowded
portage I couldn’t find a space. It all
happened in slow motion – I was
swimming. Emptying the boat took less
than a minute. I was off paddling again.
I was happy with my progress over
the next 2 hours, able to wash hang off

a K2 saving some energy. Along some
of the longer stretches, I was able to
talk to my fellow paddlers (maybe
that’s a female thing). There were
school groups, families and friends,
with music playing cheering the teams
on. The atmosphere was not unlike
the London marathon I imagine. I was
on a paddling “high”.
Paddling down the Avon Kennet
canal, with its twists and turns – was
not akin to being in a racing car rally.
OK – albeit slower – but for me, that’s
what it felt like.
Half way Point – Reading
Paddling through Reading was a
big milestone. It marked the end of
the Avon Kennet canal and I was over
half way. I lost some time as I turned
the wrong way up the Thames, but
this did not deter me. I knew I had the
energy reserves to complete the 36
miles. The support at Dreadnought
reach was amazing – lots of support
crews were based here. I was in
my element, and this was probably
helped by the fact that one group
who was cheering me on thought
I was one of the junior kayakers
paddling for a school – top marks to
them for thinking I was under 18!
With the portages a lot more
spread out now in the Thames – the
next 15 miles was going to be more
about developing a paddling rhythm.
However, this proved difficult trying to
avoid capsize from the choppy waters
and wash created by pleasure and

safety boats on the Thames. In addition,
I was tired, lacking motivation and
was at my weakest mentally. Seeing
Deanes smiling face and energetic dog
at one point perked me up. The smiles
didn’t last however, and an unbalanced
hydration pack resulted in a capsize as
soon as I left the bank after refuelling.
I jumped straight back into the kayak.
Only 10 more miles to go.
Henley – To paddle or not
to paddle
Under calm conditions, it would be
a pleasure to paddle through Henley,
but boat traffic was at its peak and
there were standing waves at one
point – brace strokes become very
common. I was seriously thinking of
portaging a big part of this section,
as my confidence was totally shot.
Fortunately, even though my speed
dropped dramatically I managed to
persevere.
The finish line
4 capsizes, 6 Litres of water, and
numerous energy bars, fruit and
banana sandwiches and 7 hrs since
leaving Newbury I crossed the
finishing line at Marlow. The feelings
of accomplishment were amazing. A
small part of me didn’t think I had the
mental determination to paddle 36
miles in a K1. To date, it was definitely
one of the best endurance events I
have completed.
Many thanks to Deane McIntyre
and Duke. The importance of a well
prepared support crew can not be
underestimated. My K2 partner Tim
Lynch – without his brilliant technique
and fast paddling rate (which I have
subsequently copied) – I am sure I
would not have completed the race.
And finally my support network of
friends and family. Especially Marc,
who hasn’t really seen much of me
over the last couple of months but
knew how important it was for me to
train and to be involved in this event.
Having had a taster of what it would
be like, and still recovering from it – I
am 90% sure that I will be on the DW
starting line next year.
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IRFON

by Simon Knox

7th Jan...

Dave S, Seth, Doug, Kiwi Michelle, Ian D,
Andy N and myself made a trip to South
Wales with the intention of paddling
the Tawe.
Doug left Essex at 5am, picked us up in Oxford then
gave Dave, Michelle and Me a lift to Wales! A truly
heroic drive.
Unfortunately when we got there it a large portion of
the group decided it was too high, much to Michelle’s
disbelief (not that she got out of the car to look at it!), so
we headed up to the Irfon instead.
Paddlers: Dave S, Seth, Doug, Kiwi Michelle, Ian D,
Andy N and myself
Level: Medium
Conditions: Wet ‘n’ Windy, I think the levels were rising
as we paddled.
Incidents: I spent to long taking photos I didn’t really
take the time to choose my line through a constriction

and ended up swimming. Arse. Michelle managed to pull
a series of playboating moves in a hole on the last rapid
before pulling her deck. Seth managed to do that entire
rapid upside down before rolling up!
Post Paddling Activities: Dinner at a very friendly
(and cheap pub) in Llanwrtyd Wells. Had a pleasant
conversation with a very friendly fisherman!
Notes: Michelles last river in the UK before she headed
off to New Zealand and she swam – to say she wasn’t
impressed would be an understatement!
TRASHER MARCH/APRIL 07
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Deconstructed in Slovenia
A few weeks ago, I had
one of the most challenging
weeks of paddling I’ve
ever experienced. Was this
because the water I was
paddling was absolutely
massive? Actually, no, the
water was a very pleasant
grade II/IV. So why was it
such a challenge? Put simply,
it was because I was trying to
override 20 years of muscle
memory in order to update
my old school paddling
technique.
It all started a year ago, when I went
paddling with Simon Westgarth and
Gene17 Kayaking in Italy’s Val Sesia
region. That was Gene17’s Steep
Creeking trip and I had gone along
with a view to improving my river
running technique. Gene17 operates
a coach to student ratio of 3 to 1 and
I had the pleasure of being coached
for much of the week by Deb
Pinniger, a superb paddler whose
credits include being the 1999 World
Freestyle Champion.
Much less of a pleasure was
spending the week learning to paddle
with a somewhat wider paddle grip
than I had used for the previous 20
years. Actually, make that 30 years if
you count my original introduction
to kayaks as a Scout. Changing my
paddle grip after such a long time
wasn’t easy and it was two or three
days before it stopping feeling truly
awkward. Even by the end of the
week I needed tape on the shaft to
maintain the correct width.
So you can imagine my thoughts at
the end of the week when Deb told
me that several other aspects of my
paddling technique would benefit
from some serious coaching. In other
words, some of my technique was
weak and much of it was out of date.
Oh dear.
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Anyway, Deb suggested I try
attending one of Gene17’s Alpine River
Leader courses, which covers not only
river leadership skills but also paddling
skills, coaching methods and modern,
dynamic guiding techniques. OK, so it
was a bit of a shameless plug but since
I had thoroughly enjoyed the week in
Italy, I decided to take her advice.
One year later and I found myself in
the Slovenian village of Trnovo, which
is alongside the Soča river. Or rather,
some distance above it.
My coach for the week was Olli
Grau, another former world champion
kayaker and a reknowned coach.
Better still, with only one other
paddler on the course – Spiros the
Greek, who I paddled with in Val Sesia
– the coach to student ratio was 2 to
1. At times we were also joined by
Simon Westgarth and we had a 1 to 1
ratio. Fantastic.
We spent the first day sorting out
boats, reviewing equipment and then
going for a warm up paddle for a
couple of hours to enable Olli to get
a good look at us. Spiros used to be
a slalom paddler and has a generally
excellent technique, but Olli was quite
clear about me – I needed a lot of work.
Well, that was what I was there for.
The second day started with a
session on body posture and paddling
position. This was a key subject and
was to underpin everything that
followed for the rest of the week. In
the afternoon, we hit the river again
and the real work began. We started
with some basic strokes on flat water
and Olli showed me how to improve
my stroke technique by building upon
the paddling position we had looked
at in the morning. Now that wider
paddle grip that had been so hard to
establish started to pay dividends.
We then moved on to moving water
techniques, looking for the key parts
of the water flow and finding the
keystrokes that would enable us to

by Ian Domville
exploit the water’s power to put our
boats where we wanted to. Easier said
than done, at least for me. Sometimes
it worked, sometimes it didn’t.
This was the pattern for the rest
of the week as we paddled different
stretches of the river, with a mixture
of paddle stroke coaching on flat
water and moving water technique
on the rapids, interspersed with river
leadership skills.
By the sixth day and last day I was
pretty tired and, to be honest, a little
dispirited. I completely understood
what I was being told, but 20 years of
muscle memory is hard to overcome.
Of course, that was hardly surprising.
If I recall correctly, it takes 500
repetitions to learn a new skill but
over 3000 to replace an old skill with
a new one. And that’s in a controlled
environment where it is possible
to repeat the moves exactly, unlike
moving water.
And then suddenly it all clicked on
the final morning of paddling. Olli
had decided to look at my roll and this
turned out to be better than most of
my other techniques. Then he taught
us a couple of other techniques and
everything seemed to fall into place.
The rest of the day was an absolute
joy and I came off the water tired but
completely re invigorated. It was also
nice to see a big grin on Olli’s face
when his student finally got it.
So, all in all I had an excellent week.
The village was a bit ramshackle (its
in an earthquake zone and it shows)
but the scenery was beautiful, the
food was good
and the beer
was cheap.
Best of all the
paddling and
especially the
coaching was
brilliant. I can’t
recommend it
enough.
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2*

open
boating

Following a recent weekend open boating in Oxford 10
KCC members were awarded their 2* Canoe.
Congratulations to Ben Coleman, Ellie Collins, Liz Garnett,
Neil Murton, Roger Pass, Louise Royle, Nikki Royle, Lucille
Savin, Dave Surman & Alastair Wilson.
On the Saturday we journeyed up the Cherwell to
Parson’s Pleasure through crowds of punts and rowing
boats during which we practised manoeuvring our
canoes in the narrow waters. The Sunday was spent in the
swimming pool near Riverside practising our strokes and
then shooting the Lasher weir. Some were more successful
at this than others! We were blessed with lots of sunshine
and great coaching from Jed Yarnold, Roger Wiltshire and
Mark Dewhurst to whom we give our thanks for a notable
weekend. Anyone wishing to progress to 3* should contact
Roger Wiltshire who would be please to organise a course.

Kent

Ashley

Iain

Wed
nights
are
back...
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Ben ‘sans‘ boat
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Upper Wye:
Llangurig to Rhayader
By the Editor

Wales can be very wet and today
was no exception. In fact it was cold
and wet but the buzz of everybody
meeting up and that the fact the river
would be rising made it exciting. I
hadn’t done this section before and
was told it was a bit like the Dart loop.
The book says grade 2/3 with one
4 right at the end. It is this grade 4
drop you can see from the bridge in
Llangurig and looking from the bridge
it was certainly not grade 4 - not in my
book anyway – so I felt I could relax.
The bus stop in the car park made for
excellent changing facilities. Simon K
told us a story about Dave S driving 30
miles the wrong way, which was why
he was so late – I can’t remember what
it was all about know but at the time it
was very funny.
The get in was fine although the
wind had got up and we were all
desperate to get in the boats to warm
up. We set off. I cant remember the last
time I was on a trip with so many KCC
members, it was a really good turn out.
One of the younger lads had a swim
on the first corner and I thought how
cold he must have been – and what a
long day it was gonna be!
The river was really pretty. It was a
bit like the Dart loop but a bit more
wild and rugged and a little further
between the features. Everybody got
out for the first proper rapid to have a
look (top cover pic) and I don’t think
anybody had a problem with it, and
floated about in the eddy afterwards

How to speak Essex...
alma chizzit - A request to find the
cost of an item .
assband - Unable to leave the house
because of illness, disability etc
awss - A four legged animal, on which
money is won, or more likely lost (“That
awss ya tipped cost me a fiver t’day”)
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until everybody was through (bottom
cover pic).
The boulder gardens and aptly
named ‘letter box’ were superb, just
easy going and picturesque, however
the river was rising. The continual rain
was now spilling into the river and
starting it turn it brown. The rapids
were that bit faster and after the
Marteg joined it was all starting to look
a bit more serious! I wondered how
that last drop was looking now with
all that water in it. The group stopped
short of the last drop as continuing on
was ‘committing’ and Roger W went
on to scout it from the bank. In actual
fact a splinter group had formed and
made the decision to run it in any
case and Roger gave us the thumbs
up as we passed him on his way back
to the main group. There was a bit of
a stopper above the bridge, a bigish
pool a drop beyond that and then
a bit of a funnel beyond which you
couldn’t see, I was expecting another
stopper right at the bottom – one of
those ones you really have to punch
though. Vikki went first, then Simon,
I went and just carried on though,
building up for that stopper that in
the end wasn’t there – the foam just
petered out back out into the river. I
reckon the stopper above the bridge
was the worst of it!
A top day, and lucky to have
done it as the last 3 years have not
had enough rain. Thanks to Ellie for
organising the trip.
cort a panda - A rather large
hamburger
dan in the maff - Unhappy
(“Wossmatta, Trace, ya look a bit dan in
the maff”)
eye-eels - Women’s shoes
Ibeefa - Balaeric holiday island
Saffend - Essex coastal resort boasting
the longest pleasure pier in the world.

Alastair at the letter box

Ellie at the letter box

Simon

Marteg flowing in
tan - The city of London, the big smoke
webbats - Querying the location
something or someone is. (“Webbats is
me dole card Trace? I’ve gotta sign on
in arf hour”)
wonnid - 1. Desired,
needed. 2. Wanted by
the police
Supplied by Anon (Kent)!!
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